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Blue corn tied with
white lightning
and the rains come.
Meridel le Sueur

a gathering of sacred sound | SEPT 24th
The experience of chanting allows us to deepen our
attunement with the divine feminine. As we sing we ﬁnd
our voice. Join internationally acclaimed author and
musician, Christine Stevens for an evening of song
medicine. Using devotional chanting of ancient and
modern songs to the divine feminine, we will travel
together into the harmony of our core femininity, both
the softness and the power that makes us women.
Christine will oﬀer teachings from her new book,
The Medicine of Music. She will be joined in voice with
Kimber Godsey. Bring a pillow to sit on and a water
bottle. For women of all ages. No experience necessary.
this is a FUNdraiser for
woman’s way red lodge
a 501(c)3 non proﬁt
organization [wwrl.org]
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Reflecting at the hearth of Red Lodge
by Mariah Winddancer

W

hen the Red Lodge board met on August 28, the energy was calm,
grounded and sweet. This is the time when board members speak
to their commitment for the following year. Aubrey Armes, an At Large
member, noted that it reminded her of this time of year, when summer
ends and fall begins, and how there is a sweet sadness to it. And yes,
there was a feeling of sweet sadness as we witnessed those stepping
down and those who are staying on the board.

HEART

Aubrey also pointed to the story behind each woman’s decision to stay or
go. I surprised some with my decision to stay on as Chair for another year. I
admit the thought was daunting at first. But what I have begun to see is that
each woman who has been Chair had the perfect energy needed for that
time. It seems like the big work of getting Red Lodge set up as a non-profit is
behind us, and although we are not sitting on our laurels, the energy/sense
of what is necessary now is lighter, easier...way more my style!

Leadership at the hearth
Writing to heal grief
Nurturing in Flagstaff
Dancing across the veil
Deeper longings in Vermont
Dear maiden		

Red Lodge is all about empowering women, and serving on the board is a
wonderful gift for those who wish to hone our leadership skills. I have had it
pointed out to me, and I agree, that I am a classic example of this. When I first
joined Red Lodge, you would never have convinced me I’d be in the position I
am today. However, my love for Red Lodge kept luring me towards serving on
the board. Baby steps is how I got here. Baby steps and lots of loving support
from board members. I see now they had way more confidence in me than I did.
I am feeling very excited about 2012, looking forward to stepping up to the plate
of my own growth within the sweet container of the Red Lodge Board.
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At the beginning of the year, we re-structured how we would be as a
board, and over the year found out what works and what doesn’t. We took
time to look back and share how being on the board has affected us. More
sweetness and a sense of empowerment swirled around as we shared.
This allowed us to be open and vulnerable with each other, causing us to
get to know and appreciate and love each woman more. One of the many
heartfilling gifts of being on the board.
I agree with Aubrey. Our time was sweet. It was also a time of deeper bonding, appreciation and empowerment along with being vitalizing, filling us up
with vivacious hopefulness as we begin to turn our attention to next year.
3

On the Shores of Dying
by Debbie Fank

I

n 2002 Julie was diagnosed with terminal cancer, multiple myeloma.
It was the shock of both our lives. It threw me into a tailspin of unhappiness, feeling lost and afraid. A friend had given me the card of a
grief counselor many months before, and I left it lying on the bedroom
dresser. One day I looked at the card and decided it was time for me to
figure my feelings out.
The grief counselor suggested that one way I could deal with my grief was
to write. I had never been good at English in school; to this day I can’t tell
you what an adverb is, but I began writing my feelings and experiences. I
have about eight hundred pages. Writing has become my friend.
Julie and I went through many, many physical and emotional struggles for
seven years. Many people who knew her did not know how sick she was:
she did not want people to know about her illness because she did not want to be treated any differently, and she
also did not want it to limit her life.
During the last year of her life, both she and her mother were on hospice care at different times. I was the caretaker for the both of them. I learned a lot about end of life treatments and situations. I would throw around terms
like “POLST form,” “Death with Dignity Act” and “hospice care.” Friends would ask me what those were.
Julie passed away on October 1, 2009, her mother passed away on October 27, 2009. I spent a lot of time being
numb but continuing to write. I wrote out as much as I could remember with the idea of offering an easily understood explanation of what choices there are for people as they consider their own or a loved one’s passing.
I wrote this book titled On the Shores of Dying: Legalities and Formalities of a Graceful Departure which is my
attempt to answer the most common questions people ask and address some of the choices they will encounter.
In the year that I wrote this, many changes have occurred and will continue to occur as more people face slow
deaths with consciousness and have time to think about what they want.
I wrote out the text and then asked Drai if she would “add beauty” to it, to
make it more than text. She added her graphic magic to the book; it is filled
with sayings, and all the pictures in the book are ones that Julie took.
This is a book that I am self publishing. It is a work of grief, love, and
personal growth for me to be able to offer to others. I have started a
blog site, ontheshoresofdying.com/ for people to share ideas and feelings on this subject. I believe that the more comfortable one becomes
with death, the more one can enjoy life. One of the biggest lessons I
have learned in these past few years is how precious life and health
is, how wonderful it is to have friends. Many of you have been on this
journey with me; I give you my deep, heartfelt gratitude.
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The Morning After
by Erika Kessenich, Flagstaff Hoop

Last night, I was out in the junipers of Rattlesnake Canyon with my Hoop Sisters.
We nurtured each other — with water, rose petals, yummy scents, raspberries,
and CHOCOLATE. This morning, the morning after, the nurturing feeling lingers.
As I wash the smoke from my hair, I enjoy feeling the water run over me. As I
lotion, I appreciate the moisture soaking into my skin. Thank you, Hoop Sisters,
for caring for me and letting me care for you. May we remember to notice these
pleasures. May we remember to nurture OURSELVES — by taking a walk, reading, sitting in peace, or doing whatever feeds our souls — during the busy-ness
of our days...even if for just 15 minutes.
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“Dance is one of the most powerful forms

of magical ritual...it is an outer expression
of the inner spirit.”
			 ~Ted Andrews
by Kim E.U. Orte

H

ome from Long Dance, car unloaded — I hear a magnificent sound of flapping wings very near, looking up in awe
to see amazing geese flying. Feeling inspired with their absolute grace, I began counting them as I recalled a meaningful
story told by a friend. They flew northeasterly, out of sight…10
wild geese! I wondered, “What will this mean for me?!”
The next evening, there were many of us nestled around
the fire; sisters of the dance and the Long Dance drum Otter Woman too. I could feel the energy of integration working since my deep and profound experience Long Night.
And I wondered if I might find my way to tell something of
what transpired for me. Warming up through our connections, I told about my giveaway experience; there had been
a new calm within as I attended the ceremony this year.
What I gave offered itself easily with joy, reflecting its time
and service complete; what I received was a beautiful shawl
wrapping me in a mystery of the medicine it brings.
As the night was getting on, I questioned if it fit for me to
speak again. I felt scared, in need of a catalyst or to just
decide not. Suddenly I pictured the geese and immediately
agreed with myself: if we are 10, I will tell - if we are not, I
will not! As I started counting the women sitting in circle,
two got up to leave…oh my! If I had feathers, they were
fluttering, and I could feel my heart beating as goodbyes
were made. I started again…1,2,3 landing on 10. We were
10! The perfect segue revealed a spark of confidence for
me to share and receive the support of sisters.

T

he first experience is familiar territory that I’ve been
consciously exploring since 2004 when I sat in service
to wombfire lodge. It’s evolved and accumulated power in service to purify, heal and raise consciousness. I aim
to work with it any time I’m in service. It’s different and magnified at the dance. There I do it for myself, for us,
and to go out into the world. I hold to honoring the energy of what’s highest and best for all. It’s beginning to
really feel more like part of who I am, wherever I am. And it’s a journey. It is ancient remembering, and it is total

--- MORE
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creation. I perceive it to be in service for the past, present and future. The oneness realm is large. Ultimately it is
community that makes it possible for all that transpires: what has been revealed for me, and for all of our experiences. Within my heart is immense gratitude and huge appreciation for Long Dance sisters, the Drums, the
Earth...and All that supports what we unfold together.
Activated through a combination of intention and surrender, I practice. The letting go of desire to bring it forward is weirdly pretty cool and maybe the most challenging aspect – being an absolute divine mystical thing,
particularly on Long Night…available by letting it go and also working it forward, honing with focus. There is a
balance to the energies.

E

ach year, repeatedly earlier in the night, I AM lifted into vibration, a frequency beyond. Through my body,
with the drums and our container created intentionally for deep work, I begin by feeling connections to
earth, breath, fire, sky. I feel and I see. I open. And I move…the dance matters. In the last two or three years,
I’m accessing clarity of the elements and different aspects; how everything’s working together. And how I can
best show up to create with it, in our container and with each other.
There is a place where I track up with the smoke toward the sky. Stars meet my eyes as background for the
steam to arrive. Oh it’s such a magnificent feeling all the way through, as simultaneously smoke becomes
steam on the inside of me. Upward, whirling, electrifying, vibrating, I’m fully taken. Fully open. Every cell
beaming light. For the most part I’m already lit and the last piece, with the stars expedites spiritually a power
that is beyond words. It is a highly pleasurable cosmic experience. Quite amazing! The moon is always there in
the sky for me as well. The sky holds the moon holds the stars holds us all!
This year I danced for infinite power, complete harmony and eternal consciousness. One of my personal intentions danced in my heart is “to know the expansion of my purpose.” To begin, I danced with majesty of passion
and fire and then brought in Zebra energy resonating with its qualities as protector, enjoyment of challenges,
using energy of light and dark to shift realities. Hidden knowledge. It is said this power animal helps us to both
maintain our individuality in a group and be supportive members of our community.
What happened later during the night was a new experience. I became aware of the burning wood calling me into
the fire to meet it where it was. I locked in and then it would begin; it happened about four times. I never imagined such a thing could occur. Potent. Deep. Profound. Amazing. Humbling. There became an ocean of wailing on
my insides showing me things not available to see. Channels of cries wailed me to the other side. I see and hear
with the deepest unknown senses. I feel the pain, and it roars to be set free through this vessel of me. I am not
hurt, and I know to give it to the sky, that it will transform and heal the ancient wood ties. And I am grateful.
I became a conduit to the worlds for the angst trapped in the wood to be released to the sky. It was for freedom, healing, liberation and purification of the past, present and future.

A

fter sharing this experience with my sisters around the fire, the next morning I met with my client. I have
sensed that this woman has suppressed aspects of her self due to trauma. During our session, I felt some
anger being held in her and asking to be seen for the highest good. Before she left, I told her I sensed anger in
her body, and if it fit, she might consider ways to move it through.
At her next appointment, she expresses great appreciation and says it helped her to start a blog. With

--- MORE
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deepening presence, she shares the writing is about domestic abuse and the feedback from other women
has been very touching. I’m thrilled to see a shift in her physical presence, bits of joy emanating through the
heaviness, and I sense her relief. Together we celebrate, lifting a glass of water to inspired action and the
energy of reciprocity. Thinking we’re complete, I’m surprised as she continues, “It’s helping so much!” She
proclaims with conviction, “I am a writer!”
Then she leans in closer, and I feel a SMACK, and the energy dissipates as if she passes through me. I hear her
say, “I know you know what it’s like to be hurt for being you, for being powerful, for being a powerful woman!”
I’m struck silent and feel a wise presence become my witness as the merging experiences of Long Night and
the honoring ceremony pass through me.

T

he night of the dance matters. Today in life I’m opening to know how experiences awaken me and support
the changing world.

Such a tremendous gift is within our community as we hold a space for all that is! Therein reveals opportunity
beyond our wildest thoughts and dreams. I know this to be so. I feel the effects, the benefit, the light of our
dance for the world, for us...and as I can hear the song now — we are the world. Now, in our birthing anew as I
see it, more than ever I feel immense gratitude for what we bring forward. As I am spiritually on the journey in
a divine temple of a human body, I bump again into the reality of form and formless, seen and unseen, and the
blossoming amazement of our dance.			
With Love and Light, Kim

Dream Day Present
Look again to sky
After our night of the sun
When Dark light moved through
As we danced on the mother

Majestic grace bleeds
Rapid beating hearts settle
Ancient message clear
Infinite cry we are one

Majestic grace leads
Rapid breath settles forward
A message fire red
Infinite sigh of the one

Look again to sky
Bring back gratitude forward
The night of our sun
Creating ripples of trust

Look again to sky
After our night of the sun
Past darkness past bone
Fire blood of many others

Majestic grace fills
Charcoal center of our being
Portal to the light
Infinite message birth love
--- Kim E.U. Orte
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Our Deeper Longings
by Sharma Whitchurch, 3 Rivers Hoop

I

am full. Overflowing. I have received the amazing gift of Long
Dance to the full capacity of my spirit and body. I spent more
than a year creating a container to receive, and I came away
from the week-long adventure of Long Dance brimming with
love. My goddess-ness, womanliness, ME-ness grew and grew
and GREW! I am so full and bright, I have to make up new words
to describe my being! And now I am bringing this fullness, this
inspiration to Vermont.
This August, after two months apart, the women of Three Rivers Hoop were so ready to be back together! We gathered in
a circle of song and laughter, nurturing and receiving. An important part of our ritual is sharing our lives with each other,
taking turns passing our talking stick in circle. Many women are
in transition: new life paths, jobs evolving, children leaving for
college, children starting school this month, children marrying.

We sang and drummed Deep Down Inside — the perfect song
for women breathing in the fragrance of summer, on the edge of the scent of autumn-almost-here.
Sisters were intrigued by the foot washing chairs I had set up…the chocolates, raspberries, and rose petals looked
inviting. When I told them they all would be receiving foot washing, there was some worry...it is easy for women
to give: to their partners, children, jobs…but so much more difficult to accept the gift of receiving. Women talked
about their fears, about the safeness of our Hoop, about breaking down our walls…and they did it!
Each woman was attended by two others: one at her head, one at her feet. Woman’s feet were bathed in a
luscious lemon verbena and rose petal foot bath and massaged with handmade floral oil. Women’s heads were
scratched, massaged, shoulders rubbed, and hands oiled with loving care. And in opening to each other, each
woman discovered the power of receiving sweetness and nurturing.
Women focused on their deeper longings during the foot washing. They held prayer sticks made from driftwood gathered in a glacial lake north of us,
wrapped in woolen yarn. Each woman prayed
silently, going inside to her own secret place, to
the door of her inner temple, where her longings
awaited her arrival.
After thanking the directions, we stood in a Hoop
huddle, a tight circle, arms around each other,
cuddled close. I admired the beauty of our feet, the
chipped polish, the uneven toes, the beautiful sheen
from the apricot oil. And most of all the beauty of us
together in our moment, in our time, in our place.
Woman’s Way Red Lodge		
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Dear maiden, dear maiden.....
By Kristina Turner and 13 Moons Journey Women

What follows are quotes from seven women sharing during the 5th meeting of our 13 Moons Journey preparing for Crone Initiation on Vashon Island, WA. Each month we are doing creative life review. As you read each
woman’s quote, imagine her words being spoken in circle, from the heart, back in time to her 11 to 13 year old
self. Join us as we revisit the cusp of becoming a young woman, a maiden about to start her moon blood.
To prepare for this circle, each of us makes a handmade doll to gift our maiden self. We gather in a round
yurt, wearing red and bringing red flowers to honor the first bleeding time. We create a center altar, drum
together, then check in about what is coming to fruit in our lives. After strawberries, tea and chocolate,
we settle again in circle to pass a red velvet pillow. Each of us rests her doll on the pillow and speaks to her
maiden self. We speak about the gift of this doll and about what it means to be a woman in these times.
We pass a notebook and take turns scribing for our sisters, so you can share in the beauty of our ceremony.

“I want you to know –

It’s absolutely fine to be frilly when you feel like being frilly
And underneath, you can still be
Tough as nails.
You can wear pants and boots
Under this dress.
All these are part of who we are –
We are feminine
And we are tough.
Keep a very open mind.
There’s a lot of magic in the world
And compassion is really important.
Attempting to see the world through other people’s eyes is
Very important.
Try and recognize the good in situations –
Out of a lot of really bad situations
There is great good that can come out of it.
Love,
Love,
Love.”

--- MORE
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“I wanted to make my doll as a baby.

I tried and it didn’t work out the way I wanted it to –
Then I found a doll that looks like what I was trying to create –
But that didn’t seem right – we’re supposed to make our own.
Then the other women encouraged me to do anything –
Make a flat doll – a collage!
So I went and did that and here’s what I created –
Here she is, with this photo I found
of a young woman with an attitude!
And this is my face, on her head.
She’s choosing how she wants to be in the world.
I’ll speak to her now. . . .
You can be that. You can choose however
You want to look. You can do anything!
Be you.
You control your own image. There are no limits to what
You can do. What’s on the outside doesn’t matter,
It’s what’s inside - Believe in yourself.
Be compassionate.
And when you peel off this image,
Underneath is this baby you, beginning again, newborn.
Life is a cycle. We all change, grow and change again.”

“I’d like to remind you of things that are real in this world.

Your heart is the leader.
If you listen from your heart, you will always make a correct choice.
On your back is the sacred elephant.
He will always cover your back,
Supporting you and pushing you
into right livelihood.
These eyes are your access to the magic of the oneness of all.
You can learn through these eyes
the connection of all that is sacred.
This crystal nose gives you access
to all the beauty of the natural world.
This beauty will feed you, sustain you in times of need.
The mouth of this doll is an ancestor,
Which will remind you to speak as a Grandmother
With that deep wisdom of our ancestors.
Remember this – your intent
Creates 90% of the results!”
Woman’s Way Red Lodge		
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“Speak your truth, feel it,

Acknowledge it.
Trust and love yourself. You can do this.
Find your feet and ground yourself often.
Find your favorite tree – climb down the roots
And pause there –
You are safe there.
You have the power to ground yourself.
Do this as often as you need to.
Love with an open heart, as your great grandfather said.
Find friends, knowing that it is hard to like even yourself
100% of the time, you are a work in progress!
I dressed you like this
So you can have the courage to dress as you like.
We all come with different personalities. This is a gift.
Use it well!
Always be grateful – it gives you strength.
(crying, then laughing)
Cry whenever you want to – it is a good thing.
Be angry. There are times when we are – don’t let it
Fester under the skin.
Go to the edge whenever you can.
You learn so much from the edge.
Yes, the edge will be

Exciting and inspiring –
And you will be afraid at first,
But it gives you growth and knowledge.
Love is great. Be grateful.
Are you curious why I gave your doll no hair?
I remembered your daughter-to-be.
You look like her, my daughter
Who lost her hair for life.
You look like her with no hair, and I like that.
Good luck, Sweetie!”
--- MORE

13 Moons Journey is a women’s circle meeting monthly for 13
months on Vashon Island, WA, co-created by Kristina Turner
and Susan Pitiger and sponsored by Woman’s Way Red Lodge.
For more information, see www.cronevoices.com
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“Be comforted, my dear Maiden.

“You are beautiful, inside and out.

Here is a friend, a mentor, a companion - one who
knows you,
loves you, trusts you absolutely and who will never
leave you.
You can rest safe in the arms of this doll.
She is Esme the Brave (also the Wise and Beautiful!)
She holds the love for you of all the women of your
family line:
your beloved grandmother, your sisters, even the
mother you scorned and thought incapable of love.
All of them are here, to love you and wish you well.
Hold her, love her, trust her. She is here to carry you,
especially when the going is tough and things are
frightening or new.
She will help you have to courage to KEEP ON,
to find happiness and always to affirm love.

Many people in the world are beautiful,
And it’s important to see your own beauty.
Remember to have fun,
Remember to laugh and play.
Life is serious –
Never lose your sense of humor.
With all the blessings of your ancestors and guardian
Things are not always neat in life.
spirits, you are gifted, dear one, from my heart, mind
Your connection with God is the most important.
and body, with this doll. Blessings be!”
Love yourself the way God loves you.
Remember that everyone has the spirit of God in them.
Everyone is doing the best they can.
Respect them.
Enjoy the children –
You have much to offer them.
Remember to dance and enjoy music.
Enjoy nature and the outdoors.
Be kind to yourself
Be kind to others.
Remember to let go and
Go with the flow. Know that everything is in God’s order.
Everything is perfect, even though it doesn’t seem that
way.
The world is evolving into your dream.
Don’t give up that vision,
Enjoy your life.
Remember to love yourself, to love life and love others!
I want to talk to you more –
And this is enough for now (laughing)
We’ll have a few more talks.”
--- MORE
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“This is a real treat to talk to you at 13 when I am 62!
I thought I knew what I would say to you. . .and now I need to feel a minute.
We have a long, long history in our family of not feeling our feelings.
So, don’t think it’s all your fault that it’s so hard for you
To know what you’re really feeling.
Soon, when your bleeding starts, this will change.
Your body will help you to feel.
It’s OK to feel sad - even when that’s lonely and nobody understands you.
Your power to feel lives in your belly –
So I encourage you to feel sad, mad, scared –
it’s natural to feel all these feelings.
And I know you don’t believe me.
That’s OK.
It’s good not to believe until you
Experience for yourself!
I can tell you from where I am now that sometimes
Your life will be hell. There will be lots of heartache.
And your body will help you through these times
By feeling your feelings.
Soon, when you are a bleeding woman,
There will be times when it almost seems like you have a sixth sense,
Beyond seeing, smelling, hearing, tasting and touching –
You will know what I’m talking about when you feel it,
Then you’ll remember what I’m saying –
you will be wrapped up in your blanket, bleeding
and feeling as if you could sense the whole world.
That’s a gift of being a woman.
It lives in your belly. And it will help you grow babies there,
If you want to. And, you don’t have to want to –
You get to choose. That’s a gift, too.
Know that I am out here in your future
Waiting for you and loving you!
We’ll definitely have more of these talks.
Hugs and kisses!”

After the last woman speaks, we sit in silence, our dolls on our bellies, facing out to the
center of our circle. With one hand, we place fingertips on breastbone, letting each
fingertip find a little hollow to rest in. Inside, under our fingers, is the place where body,
mind, heart and spirit come together, interface. Moving into this holy inner space, we
ask divine mother to bless and help us to integrate our maiden and crone selves. We
close with prayer and a rousing song. We are becoming whole and holy, wholly women.
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H

er job is Unconventional. Unusual. Unfamiliar to many. People are mystified you can make a living singing...not
just on stage, not just on vinyl...but on naugahyde, in heels.YUP. In Long-Term Care, Sub-Acute, Hospice, Health
Care Facilities, over the years you would find Kimber on the couch, in a chair, standing by a bed of a patient, Singing
for them. Singing with them. Singing in them. In her grizzlely-growly, sultry voice she stands her full 150-foot tallness,
juts out her hip and declares with attitude “I do song therapy–it’s what I do!” Her eyes laugh, watching quizzical
splash across our faces. How? we ask. How did you learn to sing? How did you decide to do this? How did you know
you could? How did you know you were good enough? How did you know it would help?
She settles in to tell us a story...sitting back, stretching her long, lovely legs, with a soft smile....remembering...
”It all started when Grandma peed on the floor.”
_________________________________________________
The tiny, precious little girl named Kimberly Ann (Kimber), in all her innocence and purity of heart, loved to sing and
loved the magik of the sounds cloaking her world. In the depth of the woods, under the protection of the trees, song
would sing her. She danced through dappled sunlight and giggled with delight at the hubbub of the insect orchestra.
She swayed and spun with the cadence swelling from ocean waves that whispered melodic secrets only privy to a
small child. Song and sound were her rapture, her private joy. She was happiest in these moments.
One life-changing day, in their Mormon/Methodist spiritual warfare household, Grandma Godsey peed on the floor.
Just right THERE in front of her. Confused and perhaps a little embarrassed, Kimber pointed this out to her mother.
Her mother soothingly replied, “Kimberly Ann, we all pee, it’s just where we do it and grandma forgets where to do
it sometimes.” For Kimber this was the exact moment when Compassion knocked at the door of her awareness and
introduced itself to her. Her mother gently suggested that Kimber “Just go sing with her.” And she did.
Gran knew all the songs. Together, they sang and sang. You are my Sunshine, Bye Bye Blackbird, My Blue
Heaven, Let Me Call You Sweetheart and of course Amazing Grace. This proved to be a bitter-sweet moment.
Kimber recalls, “She didn’t remember my name or who I was, she did not remember that I loved her or how
important she was to me but she knew all those dang songs.” Years later Kimber would understand this better
when she realized her grandmother suffered from the severe effects of Alzheimer’s. Gran lost her capacity in
her immediate environment, but easily revisited songs from bygone years stored in her long-term memory.
Still wearing compassion on her sleeve, Kimber opted to stay present in the moment where, it turned out, she
learned how to connect with someone through song. Years after and even today when she doesn’t know what
to do in a situation, she starts singing. It’s become a bridge of communication for her, another avenue of compassion and connection, infinitely different than verbal articulation.
“Our spirits were connecting in that perfect moment together. We were in the now. We were happy. That experience stayed with me. Singing. There. Together. In the moment, in the magic. It is sweet to me, that today, I
make a living singing those very same old songs as part of my repertoire.”
_________________________________________________
It grievously pains this author to say that the next phase of Kimber’s development was shrouded in the blackest of
black darkness. Her joy of singing was violated and abused by others, in abhorrent ways. Through ritualistic satanic
--- MORE
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cult sexual abuse and pornographic kiddy films, young Kimber and her voice were exploited. She became fearful of
her singing, of being in her truth. She no longer trusted being in the moment or the expression of her soul song.
Kimber became afraid to sing. This resulted in years of no song. “I shut down and became voiceless.”
_________________________________________________
Kimber decided to study Voice in college, classical material, opera. She was a mezzo soprano who just could
not feel it. She was still musically shut down, reading and regurgitating little black notes on a page in foreign
languages that simply meant little to nothing to her. “I just couldn’t feel it in my twenties. Now it makes me sad
to say that I had no appreciation for it.” [This author finds that an entirely appropriate response to Kimber’s
previous circumstances...and looks upon her brave choice to continue singing at all with reverence and awe.]
_________________________________________________
Then she came to Long Dance.
At this junction, she was scared to death of any ritual, a natural PTSD response to her ritualistic abuse. She
experienced grave fear about the new situation into which she was walking but she faced in to Long Dance
even not fully knowing what to expect. It proved to be a safe haven where Kimber discovered that she was
fully supported by the women surrounding her in deep and meaningful ways. She found the web was woven so
securely, gifting her a rare sense of safety which allowed both her voice and her dance to “fall out of me.”
“I was so well held.
I was myself.
I was completely accepted.
At the Maiden Ceremony I remember so clearly feeling – I am home. These women were giving voice to this
longing that I have had for connection to my spirituality.
My first Long Night, on the dance grounds at Swell, I heard a BIG VOICE singing. I was in a trance state and
going around to all the women trying to figure out where the big voice was coming from. I looked to the fire. I
looked to the trees. Where IS this voice coming from? Standing there, looking up to the sky, I realized the voice
was ME. When I moved my head, the voice followed. It was as though I had never heard my voice before. It was
such a candid moment of surprise for my Self. How exciting was that? I was in discovery. Ecstatic. OMG this IS
ME. I felt like I actually was hearing myself for the very first time.”
Kimber reflects “Different times throughout my maturation, I hear myself, with a new voice, a new spin, a new
quality and still smile and ask– is that me? It is so wonderful be able to surprise myself again and again.”
_________________________________________________
After earning her BA in Human Services, combined with her Minor in Music, Kimber’s first job out of college
was at a Sub-Acute Long-Term Care Facility where she focused on restorative care. “When I did not know how
--- MORE
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to reach someone, I used music. I improvised. Singing about our activity. Singing instructions about what I
wanted to them to do. Singing to get some kind of expression, participation or response from them. Again and
again I thought to myself, ‘Wow this works really well’.”
This is really when things clicked and fell into place. This is where it all began. From here she skydived far
deeper into her field of study with commitment, vision and open-mouthed voce de gusto! Surprisingly, Washington State did not offer a music therapy degree, but she had a fever in her heart to fill this need. Being called
to be in service this way, she chose to get her education however/wherever she could, even if she had to do it
differently than the conventional/ traditional route. In her heart she knew she could make this happen using
her stalwart pioneering spirit. So she researched, signed up and began to travel in order to educate herself.
Wherever there was a seminar or a conference or an impactful speaker, she went. Tennessee. Oregon. California. Canada. She became a therapeutic music groupie, a singing-conference-hopper. She honed her skill. She
expanded her wisdom. She grew like Jack’s beanstalk, verdant, strong and beautiful, reaching toward the stars.
Because Washington State did not offer a music therapy degree, and she did not wish to move away from her
family and friends, with her tenacity and courage she started her own business – Musical Care Giving and Care
Tunes by Kimber.
”I chose to answer the call. I may not be a music therapist, but I provide therapeutic music.”
_________________________________________________
She began a 10 year career at the The Group Health Care Center at Kelsey Creek, singing for and with the
elders. Beautifully, propitiously, she came full circle. All those songs she had belted-out with her gran she was
now using as a bridge to walk across, embrace, assist and aid her patients and residents, whether their need
be long-term care, sub-acute or hospice.
“My patients and my residents taught me. I listened with my knowledge and my intuition and they would guide me
as to how to approach them. This, combined with scientific study on how music works and affects us, helped me find
the ‘Song Prescriptions’ to empower them. It was a very exciting time for me, like walking around with a magic box
in hand. I would knock at my patient’s door, say a prayer asking for guidance and walk in with my guitar and my little
rhythmic instruments cart. With breath, I would open myself to the moment and specifically to that person.
I worked on the rehab team with the physical, speech and occupational therapists, upon referral. I would simply
do my thing, my music. They would watch the effect the music had on people in unanticipated awe. It IS magikal.
Referrals came. And then more referrals came. They came for a decade before the facility was closed.
Referrals came for stroke patients who were learning how to walk again. I would observe their gait, figure out
their rhythm and then create music to match their march. I supported them with a pulse, that they might stay
constant and steady as they reclaimed their mobility and balance.
Referrals came for individuals coping with Alzheimer’s. With song, they regained the ability to focus for intermittent periods. It brought them into the moment and also brought them back to the good times in their life.
The music they listened to when they were growing up offered them comfort. Often they stopped wandering off
--- MORE
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and were able to focus more on their immediate activities.
Referrals came for people suffering from depression. Using the Iso Principle (music to fit the mood) I’m able
to meet people right where they are. If they are sad, I offer a matching music of melancholy. Gradually, I start
singing brighter and happier music to help them lift their mood and elevate their serotonin level.
Referrals were made with someone who lost their voice, or could not tell their story…they would open up via
songwriting. Many are the times I helped write rehab goal songs. One of my favorite memories was when I
asked a dear elder what her rehab goal was and she told me ‘I wanna walk up my granddaughter’s porch steps
to the house. I want to have her open the door and see that her grandmother walked up the steps, just to see
her!’ So, we wrote and sang a rehab goal song about exactly that.
_________________________________________________
I feel incredibly blessed to be part of this community, to continue to learn and grow and to experience everything that comes with my voice. It has been an arduous journey for me. It is joyful and exciting. It is terrifying.
It is everything. It’s interesting. I cannot stay quiet with this gift any longer. My voice is my constant eternal
companion….no matter what my head chatter has to say.”
This author pauses here, nodding her redhaired head and smiling, realizing with this work, love and dedication
Kimber has become Vox Populi (voice of the people.)
_________________________________________________
As Founder and CSO (Chief Singing Officer) of Musical Care Giving, Kimber has a very clear image of herself informed by her melodic, a cappella, dissonant, counterpointed, mezzo forte and energico journey. She packages
and presents her Self, her mastery, her beauty and her artistry. She knocks on the door, makes her prayers yet
again and sings “I am here to serve.”
_________________________________________________
Before this interview, Kimber was taking her evening walk. As she passed by some bushes, she heard a man grumbling and grousing about the damn blackberries. “No matter what you do to them, they always come back.”
A few stone skips down the road Kimber came upon a woman, with a handful of berries, smiling in appreciation, saying “Aren’t these berries just beautiful.”
“I could not help but laugh. As I continued down the road, it came to me that our voices are like blackberries.
They may be thorny at times, or insurmountable while they also can be ripe, beautiful, blossoming and fragrant. And then I nodded, remembering that through the years of growing up, I didn’t have a song or a sound…
yet it was still there. Yes. Just like the blackberries.”

BIO NOTES | Today, Kimber Godsey makes a living doing what she loves, to include her work as an improvisational singer with Threshold Ensemble. She is also singing in the Deep Well Studio in Woodinville, WA., completing the CD Divine Feminine Rising, of Kimber Godsey/Christine Stevens original music, inspired by Long Dance.
“I have such gratitude to be able to find and offer my gift to the world. Yes. A LOT of, capital G, Gratitude. I love
singing the sound track of my soul, my heartsong, everywhere I go.”
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Gwinna by Barbara Berger and Wise Child by Monica Furlong
Book reviews by Maraiah Lynn Nadeau

T

here are books with a timeless appeal to all ages, though marketed for youth. Two that I especially
treasure are Monica Furlong’s Wise Child, and Barbara Berger’s Gwinna. The first is a readily-available
paperback; the second is out of print, but, with patience, can be found on line. Gwinna is hard bound, with
glossy paper and full color artwork by the author.
Gwinna is a quest tale. Through the text and the memorable artwork, we learn of a couple who want a
child and make a pact with the Owl Mother, a radiant woods-dwelling magical wise crone. She gives them
the infant Gwinna, with instructions for her care and the deal that Gwinna will go back to the Owl Mother
when she’s ten years old.
Well, young Gwinna has wings. Unfortunately, her terrified parents keep them bound to her back. She
sees a mountain nobody else sees, and hears music nobody else hears. When the Owl Mother comes for
Gwinna, she is outraged at the cruel way the girl’s wings have been crippled. The Owl Mother turns the
parents to stone, and brings Gwinna to her forest home.
Under the gentle tutelage of the Owl Mother and her woodland animal familiars, Gwinna learns her
strengths and how to fly. She then goes on a quest to the magic mountain, replete with trials of ice and
fire, of transcending loss, of love and courage. It comes to a happy ending, even for the parents, who are
returned to life.
A sophisticated 7-year-old can love the book, but it wouldn’t be too “young” for a teen or adult. Author
Barbara Berger lives on Bainbridge Island.
Wise Child is historical fiction, set in 13th century Scotland. Wise Child, as she is called, is orphaned, and all the
ragged villagers are too impoverished to add her to their large families. She is taken in by Juniper, the village
witch. That is to say, she is adopted by a woman wise with herbs and
psychology, to whom the villagers turn for births, deaths, injuries and
illnesses, to the profound (and dangerous) consternation of the village
priest and ruling Catholic powers. The child is taken out beyond the
outskirts of town, to Juniper’s home, about which she has heard only
scary rumors. There she quickly finds love and trust. As her relationship with Juniper evolves, she learns deep and important lessons about
life and about white magic. A number of my friends have said Juniper
seems the mother we all wish we had had. I love that it’s a positive
light on what a witch can be. (Caveat: The book does present pagan
rituals as real and important, and “magic” as having real power.)
Once hooked into the story, I eagerly read the sequels. The one
called Juniper is actually a prequel, taking place before the other
book, but you’ll want to read it second. Coleman follows third in
the story sequence. Though not as strong as Wise Child, the other
books make absorbing reading when you just want to find out more
and more of what happened to these strong intriguing characters.
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Walking my medicine
by Sage Abella

I

am an apprentice to the Earth. Within that relationship I’m often asked by Spirit to take the time to be with the Elements that make up the fabric of her skin.
In the Red Lodge community that’s often referred to as walking your medicine.

EARTH

What does it mean to “walk my medicine?” The word “walk” reminds me
that I’m going on foot. I only have to think a few minutes about what it
means for me to walk into town (a 20 minute drive in the car) to be reminded that walking that distance would
take much longer. I’d see every nuance of the landscape around me, feel
the heat of the sun on my back, feel
the texture of the ground under my
feet. That car-fast 20 minutes would
unfold like a good book. I’d get tired,
have to rest, wrestle with my mind
who likes to sprint instead of crawl. I’d
want to eat a snack and drink some
water. I’d also probably like to get to
my destination way before I would be
able to arrive on foot. Walking would
remind me to look around, take in the
landscape one bite at a time. Walking
might even remind me that it’s not about actually arriving. Instead it would
invite me to slow down and appreciate the journey.

Practicing medicine
Celebrating fall equinox
Giving Thanks Lodge
Harvesting for baskets

22
25
25
26

The word “medicine” comes to us from the Latin, “medicina” which is the art
practiced by the “medicus” or physician. The root of that word is “media” which
is the middle way or balance. This balance could be restored by the “medicus”
who would give us herbs and prayers to balance our dis-ease. So, suddenly, as I
“walk my medicine” I am a healer (both to myself and others who come into my
circle of life). Medicine reminds me it’s an art. It’s not a rule book, a diagram or
a list handed to me by anyone else. It’s art! Something I’m passionate about. It’s
creative. I get to explore it. The painting arises from within me and takes form
out in the tangible world, on canvas, where others can see it.
Just a simple understanding of those words reminds me that when I walk my
--- MORE
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medicine I’m passionate about it and I’m engaged in the longer journey of exploring how that medicine rises
within me and moves out into the world. I have known women with a lot of different kinds of medicine they
devote their lives to: dance, song, organizing, raising children, quiet contemplation, drumming, carrying pipe.
The list of medicines is endless; the common thread is passion and devotion.
One of the medicines I walk is Fire. When I focus on that experience I can see threads that remind me about
what walking fire medicine is all about. It is a journey that has arisen from within me through an invitation
from Fire itself.
I am a Physician of Fire. I know at least five other women who walk with the same medicine. Each of us sees
and respects that the other carries fire even if each way looks different. One woman can sit with fire deeply,
build a campfire, know the structure of its bones and the way the fire will choose to consume the wood. One
woman’s gift is sparking fire from flint and steel, knowing how to tend the singular spark until it ignites in the
palm of her hand and is fed to the wood until it becomes heat for everyone around.
My gift of walking fire has taught me about the moment that the flame consumes the wood, the moment that
the hard physicality of the wood opens wide and wild like a door and becomes big like the night sky. My medicine of walking fire is about the process of transformation. It’s taught me how each person lets go of what is
old and gradually integrates what is new. Fire teaches me that the tangible physical reality naturally releases
--- MORE
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into flames, smoke, ashes, prayers and a new life through the
heat of experience and relationship with others.
Walking any medicine gives me something to be in deep conversation with for a long time. I heard a woman say, “I know fire. I’ve
tended fires.” In response I would say, “I’m learning fire. Each fire
I tend the rest of my life will have something different to teach
me. If I watch closely and tend the fire as if it’s my best friend the
fire will show me its many different faces, will teach me how to
be in relationship with its unique personality in this moment.”
And from that careful attention I will be blessed with lessons and
stories I can apply to my life, the way I live it each and every day.
You can know deep inside you have a medicine to walk. A friend
who really sees you can call you out and encourage you to further explore a gift they see you have or Spirit can call you into a
medicine in the most unlikely way.
When I was in the midst of a three day vision quest I was told by
Spirit that flute was my medicine. The only thing I could do on
the mountain that day was laugh. I’m not musical at all. The voice
that told me about my medicine was very specific: go buy a Native
American flute within three days, don’t use any sheet music or get
a teacher to help you learn to play it, sit in nature and find your
way, don’t let anyone else blow through that flute, don’t drum or
rattle or play any other instrument than that flute for six months.
Truthfully, I was afraid about how specific and unswerving that voice was so I followed those directions. It wasn’t
an easy path. When I first played the flute the only thing it would do was squawk. There were so many days I just
wanted to look on the internet to find music to play so it would sound like something, but instead I listened to
the voice. After playing the flute for just a few weeks I was told to take it to herb school with me and play in the
garden. My response was, “No way. There will be at least twenty other people there and they will hear me.”
What I’ve learned from taking the flute into the garden to play for the plants is that the humble sound I made
actually touched the people who heard and the whole earth around me was blessed. The flute has taught me
how to live my life as a hollow reed with Spirit blowing through me. I’ve whistled in fires with the flute, the way
you’d call a friendly dog to your side. I’ve learned that the air blowing through my flute can actually draw wind
out of a stone still sky. I have musical conversations with bees, the sky and grasses which just helps me pay attention deeply to life around me. I carry my flute as often as others carry their cell phones.
Walking my medicine is magic. It blesses me while it teaches me to be awake. Carefully laying a fire, lighting it
attentively, tending it intuitively, feeding it with chocolate and copal, watching until the very last of its light dies
to black and ash is medicine that heals those around me. I don’t have to tell anyone that’s my medicine. Tending the fire with all my attention and love speaks all the words that need to be said. What is your medicine?
Are you willing to pick it up and see where it leads you this next month, next year, next four years? In exploring
your medicine you already share its healing with others. Who are you? Physician of.....
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by Maraiah Lynn Nadeau

Fall to winter

W

hen I turned my thoughts to celebrating the Autumn Equinox a few years
ago, I wasn’t sure what to “do”. A quick look in
some of my witchy-woowoo books turned up
the instruction to “embrace the coming cold
and dark”. No way!! September around here
is some of the most glorious sunny weather of
the year, and my thoughts couldn’t have been
farther from Cold and Dark. So what then?
Singer Greg Brown saved the day as I thought
of his song, Canned Goods. “Come taste a little
summer,” it goes, “Grandma put it all in jars.”
That’s it! A time to savor the sunshine, the harvest, and think on what we take with us from
the sunny times into colder darker times.
I’d read aloud the children’s book about
Frederick the mouse who stores away beauty
for the winter. For the altar my guests and I
brought nuts, home-canned fruits and vegetables, garlic, honey, and jam. And also the symbolic
things that get us through wintry experiences: books, music, teddy bears, prayers and friends.
As we cycle in and out of the winters of our calendars and our hearts, let us cherish that which
helps us through.

Giving Thanks Lodge
Saturday, November 26, 10 AM
Burton Hill, Vashon Island
Amy SeaWolff, waterpourer
Open to all women.
Contact sweatlodge@wwrl.org
for more information.
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Pilgrimage to gather sweetgrass
by Mary G.L. Shackelford

W

e leave the island in an early morning mist,
light breaking through in sudden shafts
promising the blue skies of a gorgeous summer
day. Two women off to gather grasses for basket
weaving. We drive past Olympia out towards Grays Harbor and south to Willapa
Bay, the smell of salt water estuary and tide-filled sloughs, huge oyster shell middens gleaming white, second and third growth trees creating patchwork of clearcut, towns turned resolutely toward the water and fishing boats pulled in to the
wharves. In Ilwaco, we stop at the museum to admire the old baskets of the first
women. Cattails, beargrass, three square – indigenous materials, indigenous designs. We wait for the tide.
Margaret, my teacher, acquired sweetgrass at a basket-weaving class some years ago and fell in love with the
versatility, strength, flexibility and beautiful yellowish hue of the sweet threesquare stalks (scirpus pungens).
After carefully stretching her supply (and generously sharing with me), she ran out. She invited me on a pilgrimage to the tideflats at the mouth of the Columbia River to harvest a new supply. We would gather cattails
growing there as well, exposure to the tides and salt water making all the grasses stronger, she said.
It is one of those mysterious outings following cryptic directions from a man who knew the woman who had
nosed out a promising location for the basket grass which is apparently highly specialized in habitat. We were
instructed to go through the thick overgrowth at the edge of the river, out past the sedges, and at low tide we
would find the sweetgrass. Coasting slowly down the unfamiliar road, we stop by a promising opening out to
the river – but it is a jumble of rotting logs and thick sedges. Farther along, we follow a path easily out through
the cottonwoods and blackberries.
The mouth of the Columbia River is vast. August light glints on the water; the glare is disorienting. The sky is big.
Oregon is yonder. Distant birds are squat and small on the tideflats. Faraway fishing boats hang in the haze. This
big river pierces the heartland of the continent, history and pre-history rolling on its waters. The fecund smell rising off tideflats brings a whiff of the complex fertility of this estuary that nourishes so much life, so many species,
mouth of a vast ecosystem. It’s the edge of the world here where this big land pours itself into ocean, the immensity and power of the sea stretching to China, and it has been so for longer than humans can remember.
Here we are. Two small white women in a big, wide-open space. Come in the foolishness and humility of
white women to this place the back people have frequented from the beginning, from when they knew how
to sustain themselves on the gifts of the land and the sea. That thing that happens sometimes with time
happens. And we are part of the stream of life, part of the river, part of the tideflat, there with all the women who have come by foot and by boat to this rich estuary. They are all around us, and we are all gathering,
gathering. The way women gather and make things.
Margaret and I bend and pull, bend and pull. The grass lets go with a soft pop.
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Cultivating leadership

Bring your gifts and heart to the board!
by Mariah Winddancer

F

all is a beautiful time of transition. It is also a time of transition for the
Red Lodge board. Some members stay (yay!), some step down to explore
life’s other avenues. We encourage YOU to consider whether you would like
to step up, knowing the new board begins with a strong foundation and will
continue to pursue our collective dream of taking Woman’s Way Red Lodge
out into the world through education, service and sustainability.

HEAR

Red Lodge leadership is a wonderful way to offer your gifts. We all collaborate and create with our head, heart and hand. If you have a secret
desire or yearning to hone your gift, the board is a wonderful place to
grow! Please know that woven into the actual “official” descriptions are
connection, joy, strength, love, fun and moments of growth as well as
experiences of delight and gleeful laughter!

Looking for leaders
Drumming vigil in Olympia
Masquerade for Fall Ball
Dinner with the dead
Renewal in the North
Christine’s song medicine
Welcome new members

In January, we retreat for a wonderful weekend either in the snow or near
water. We also meet in the spring (time and location to be announced),
again in August and then in December. There will be seven one-hour
phone conferences, each in the months we don’t meet, except July, when
there is no meeting.
27
28
29
30
30
31
31

The following positions are open on the 2012 board:
• Secretary
• At Large - 2 positions
Are you interested in joining the board? Ready to share your precious gifts? If
so, please contact Leslie Norman at 206-683-3252 or nominations@wwrl.org.
To read all about the positions that are open and evaluate what’s involved,
click here. Scroll to the bottom of the page, and you’ll see links to all the
documents needed to find information about joining the board.
27

Drumming the heartbeat
for peace and earth healing
October 7 dawn to October 10 noon
TURTLE WOMEN RISING GATHERING
Join Buffalo Heart, our WWRL Mother Drum, in Olympia, WA

Turtle Women Rising, an indigenous-women-led cooperative
drumming for peace, is calling us to stand together as we
raise vibrations through the heartbeat of our drums.
Every living thing has a vibration, a heartbeat with the power
to heal. Drum with us all four days and nights, or just come
for an afternoon. Share the feminine energies that live in us
all. All are welcome. Bring your beautiful open heart. Come
drum with Buffalo Heart, our Red Lodge Mother Drum.
Sunrise Friday to noon Monday.

Click here for info and to send donations.
Click here for a map.
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November 5th. 6PM-10PM. Join us for an

evening of sacred play, cosmic creativity, fundraising, and friendship. Masks and costumes are
encouraged; there will be a contest for the 'best,
most creative, funniest, and most beautiful"
masks. Please bring a delectable finger-food item to
enliven our abundant potlatch. All ages welcome!

The Kim Archer Band will be playing

old school Soul, Funk and Classic Rock, plus
sultry Blues and Ballads. This award-winning
4-piece band has a solid reputation through
out Puget Sound with their commanding
stage presence and passionate performances!
Kim Archer is currently auditioning for this
season's The Voice. Check her out at
www.kimarcherband.com

Kenyon Hall 7904 35th ave. sw–seattle
$25 presale $30 door $10 kids 10 & under
To purchase tickets please visit
www.mysticalmasquerade.eventbrite.com
For more information visit www.wwrl.org.
Woman’s Way Red Lodge is a 501(c)3 Non-Profit.
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by Maraiah Lynn Nadeau

A place at the table

D

inner with the dead? Well, yes, a few years ago that’s how a friend and I celebrated October 31. Hallowe’en
is halfway between the Autumn Equinox and the Winter Solstice. In the Celtic calendar, this “cross quarter”
is called Samhain (pronounced sow-win!). It’s a time to invoke ancestors. So we decided to give it a try.
Tara and I decided to invite our mothers, both of whom had
died long ago. We got out photos. I introduced Lois to my
new friend, and she introduced me to her mother Edna. We
shared stories about them and set them each a place at the
table. They had simple tastes in food: Edna had soup and
a cheese sandwich; Lois, her cherished ritual of “tea and
toast”. Some china from my childhood fit the occasion.
After enjoying our own dinners, and expressing our appreciation about our moms, my friend and I helped them
eat their food too. The photos were tucked away and we
bade our guests farewell for the evening.
Who might you set a place for at your Hallowe’en table?

North Gathering: a time for renewal
by Mariah Winddancer

W

e are moving into the winter time of year when everything slows down except our busy lives. The
plants have given up their bounty, the grass doesn’t need mowing, the trees have shed their leaves,
and the number of daylight hours is decreasing. The weather is colder, wetter, and windier. The energy of
winter calls to us to gather around the heat of a fire, light some candles, listen to friends sharing stories,
take time to celebrate ourselves, play a game, make a gift, get a foot or hand massage, choose a gift for
yourself or a special friend from a local artisan, and just enjoy each other.
For many of us this is the time of year of celebrations and parties. And that means laughter, love, family and
friends, and a whole lot of planning, organizing, cooking, shopping, and so much more. This winter why not
do it a little differently and include a few hours of self-care? Red Lodge is inviting you into the quietude of
the season on Saturday, December 3. Drop into the slowed down energy and relax.
Each year in the North of our Medicine Wheel we hold our Annual Meeting — when we reflect on and
celebrate the year, honor board members and gather members’ input for our coming year. This will also give
you the opportunity to meet the board members, new and returning, and get an update on what Red Lodge
has been doing this past year and what it hopes to do in 2012. This is your Lodge and your voice is always
welcome — so bring ideas for gatherings, workshops, fundraising...and join in!
Come and have fun, have a good time, and take pleasure from doing for yourself during this busy and sometimes hectic time of year. Renew yourself and you will have the benefit of more energy for others as well.
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Find your heartsong
An ardent and supportive Red Lodge sister, Christine Stevens generously offers Song Medicine, Saturday,
September 24 in Tacoma (see page 1 for details). Christine holds masters degrees in both social work and
music therapy. She is author of The Healing Drum Kit and The Art and Heart of Drum Circles. The founder
of UpBeat Drum Circles, she has appeared on NBC, PBS, and is a featured speaker in the DVD Discover the
Gift. She has trained facilitators from more than 25 countries in the REMO HealthRHYTHMS program.
Christine has worked with many Fortune 500 companies, survivors of Katrina, students at Ground Zero
and most recently, led the first drum circle training in a war-zone in northern Iraq (see www.ashtidrum.
com). Visit Christine’s website at www.ubdrumcircles.com. Thank you, Christine!
by Christine Stevens

S

ongs are the medicine of the heart. When we
chant together, we breathe in sync, we share a
common intention, and we harmonize; creating the
sound of “we”.
By diving into the vibration created in chanting
women’s empowering song, we attune our hearts to
the heart of the divine feminine. We are daughters
of the Great Musician, gathering to tune into Her
voice within us.
Chanting and singing do not require any special
musical skills. We are all born with an innate sense
of musicality. Research shows that newborn infants
recognize the theme songs of the TV shows their
mother’ watched while they were in utero. And
children are instinctive song-writers. All we need to
do is remember how to bring playfulness to music
and find our voice.

We appreciate your support!
A heartfelt welcome to our new Lodge Sisters
from Hawaii, Olympia and a mystery location!
We are very happy to welcome our new Support
Circle member from Tacoma.

Your membership nurtures Red Lodge. Click here to join. Click here to renew.
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